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Over 1,000 journal pages presented in one beautiful full-color bookJournals offer their makers a

safe place to dream, doodle, rant, and reinvent themselves. They offer viewers rich, visual

inspiration. There is a fascination with these revealing and often beautiful pages of self-exploration

and personal expression. Journals offer a tantalizing, voyeuristic view of an interior life. Journaling

has seeped into popular culture in a big way and this collection provides a wide array of ideas,

techniques and themes to inspire and inform mixed media and journaling enthusiasts.This is the first

book to offer examples of over 1000 journal pages in one eye-catching, visual format. Artists can

embrace and experiment with this medium and will benefit from this rich collection.Ã‚Â 
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Dawn DeVries Sokol (Tempe, AZ ) worked her way from designing newspapers to art directing

magazines. From her studio she now designs books for publishers across the U.S. while playing in

her art journals, crocheting and soldering.

There were sadly too many uggly AJ pages in this book....or uggly is a wrong word cause there are

no mistakes in art. Let's rather say they were not the kind of pages I find beautiful and interesting.

Not my favorite book because it is too much collage art and not enough painting drawing type

journaling.



I've been wanting to get into making an art journal, and I love this version of "scrapbooking" that

intermixes art with verbal expression, so this book really provides a variety of ideas for creating a

personal masterpiece. Many are very intricate, but I'm good at seeing ways to blend concepts.

There are no "how-to" segments in this book, so if you're looking for the "how" of creating pages for

your art journal or aren't able to see how the artists created their pages, you might want to look into

taking a class or finding a DIY book on the subject.

I love this book because it has given me a lot of great ideas to use in my own collage art. Just

reading about the contributors is inspring also. I love to peruse other people's work to see where

their creativity is taking them and this is a great summary of many individuals' work. There are a lot

of different styles presented and it is easy to get sidetracked from your own projects while you look

at the work of the artist's work shown here.

I love this book! I have tons of artists' sketchbooks, journals, mixed-media books, book crafting &

everything in between. I'm kind of a junkie when it comes to books. This is one of my favorites! It

features hundreds of artists so the different styles cover the globe. The pictures are great! Most

techniques are pretty basic & the materials used are mostly self explanatory. The ONLY change

would be a little list of materials used for each page but its not needed. I'm only halfway through &

have stopped only to do pages of my own that 1,000Pages inspired!

This book is WAY more interesting and unique than the scrapbooky polka-dot cut-out cover

suggests. It has every kind and style of journal pages from EVERY kind of artist from all over the

world, and I find it endlessly inspiring. I love it. I'm so glad I didn't pass it by because of the

scraptastic cover.

I am quite new at doing any kind of journaling, especially in an artistic way.This book is filled with

examples of wonderful pages to learn from.I have earmarked several pages with notes on them as

to why I have chosen them.The images are nice and large and the only text is the artist's name and

country.For once a book you don't have to wade through a lot of unnecessary paragraphs.Just

images!! Glorious examples of differing styles of journaling with art and lettering.

Love the book, but if you download it on Kindle, be forewarned that most of the images are



two-page spreads, and both pages comprise of an image of about 3" x 5" on your computer screen.

The majority of the screen is white. Ridiculous price for such images. I both this in book form also,

which is great. I wish I could get my money back and delete this for Kindle.
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